Mushrooms, Anyone . . .?
by Liselotte Lopez,
photos by Victor L. Lopez

In the ongoing search for the unusual,
inexpensive (if there is such a thing) and
quality beer stein, I recently came upon
an enameled glass stein with a different
decor. The art work is reminiscent of
Heinrich Schlitt, the painter, illustrator
and artist who preferred to show the
humor of daily life by drawing inanimate
objects as though they were people. The
stein appealed instantly and as I examined it more closely, I discovered additional amusing details, just as one
might with a V&B object with design by
Heinrich Schlitt.
It is a cylindrical shaped, 0.5-liter crystal
stein with protruding bottom lip, applied
ear-shaped handle and smoothly ground
and polished bottom and mouthrim. It
comes with a very plain and nearly flat
pewter lid and has an Art Nouveau inspired thumblift, which places the stein
right around 1900, give or take five years.
A very ordinary piece, hardly worth a

second glance, were it not for its h a n d painted, multi-colored enameling covering the best part of its body. It shows six
Fliegenpilze (toadstools = Amanita muscaria) in an animated pose very similar to
Schlitt drawings. The poisonous but very
colorful and attractive Fliegenpilze are
shown to have spindly brown human
arms and legs, more or less well developed tan bodies which range from y o u t h ful slimness to a more portly rotundness,
and expressive faces with a wide grin or
merry contentment. The first one in line
sports granny glasses and swings a baton—perhaps the conductor for this frolicking group. The chubby one looks
d o w n w a r d , a pipe hanging from his
mouth. All wear the distinctive red mushroom cap with random white spots. The
group of five have linked arms and they
seem to be dancing on the cobblestones,
having a wonderful time singing in %-time
to the notes of the song above in the
night-blue sky: "Ein freies Leben fuehren
wir, ein Leben voller Wonne" (We lead a
free life, a life of bliss). But all is not bliss,
for around the corner lurks the sixth
Fliegenpilz, leaning forward in a listening

The Mushroom stein: Enamel on glass

pose, shielding his ear with his hand so
as to better hear what the group is saying.
His face is puckered in a frown, his thick
Bismarck mustache droops below his
bulbous, red nose. He holds a sabre in
his hand, a belt encircles his ample girth
and his red cap is shaped like a military
helmet, adorned with a medal and a spike
on top. A large bat wings silently overhead.
As stein collectors we all enjoy the
unique and wistful humor of Heinrich
Schlitt, which he so ably expressed in his
drawings of climbing curd cheeses
who've sprouted legs and arms, cardplaying and pipe-puffing beer steins,
dancing playing cards and dice, somersaulting drinking glasses and a host of
other lifeless objects come to life with all
human foibles and weaknesses. This
glass stein is certainly a parallel. It is intriguing and a lot of fun to speculate on
the hidden meanings that might be portrayed on the stein. Are the five carefree
carousers letting their hair down while
out on pass at night after a day of playing
soldier—and could that be their c o m -
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mander eavesdropping with dour face to
hear their exuberant song and talk? Are
they perhaps members of a secret society
or organization flourishing only under
cover of night, while the sabre-toting
"State" (Bismarck perhaps?) frowns on
their activities? Or should it be taken on a
grander scale of some five European
countries with more freedom for their
people, while militaristic Germany spied
to find out their thoughts and discussions? Whatever its hidden message, we
are now reduced to speculation only; the
opinions are as varied as the white spots
on the mushrooms' red hats.
Unfortunately the stein is without an artist's signature. Its decor resembles the
work and style of Heinrich Schlitt of M u nich, but is not of his hand. The only clue
appears in the marking of the pewter. Its
hinge is "closed," meaning that the hinge
pin is not visible. While it may be agreed
that the year 1860 is a general cutoff date
for the closed versus the exposed hinge
pin pewter work, exceptions do exist and
this is one. The stein dates to around
1900, not 1860. Stamped into the center
where the pin would normally show is
the figure of the Munich Child with outstretched arms. Proof enough that the
glass stein had its lid mounted in that
Bavarian city.
Does anyone know which pewter shop,
distributor or manufacturer used the
Munich Child as a trademark? Is there
any information pertinent to what is depicted on the design? Any guesses, e d u cated or not, are most welcome. If
enough interesting ones are submitted,
the information could be shared in a f u ture edition of PROSIT.
In the meantime, I continue to be amused
and fascinated by my mushroom stein.
Send your letters to:
Lotti Lopez
P.O. Box 885
Santa Paula, CA 93060

A St. Patrick's Day Toast
by Kay Bartlett, A. P.

"St. Patrick was a gentleman
Who through strategy and stealth,
Drove all the snakes from Ireland.
Here's a toasting to his health—
But not too many toastings
Lest you lose yourself and then
Forget the good St. Patrick—
And see all those snakes again!"

Mettlach . . . Fact
and Fallacy
bv Roland A. Henschen

beliefs of the past, print the latest available information in answer to a number
of questions, and speculate on the
answers to some other questions and
controversies.
I have no desire to antagonize anyone or
to cause any animosities with this writing,
but only, in presenting the truth, to dispel
old myths and falsities.
The first has to do with the Mettlach Castle or Tower mark.

Pictured is the famed Mettlach Tower of
Villeroy & Boch as it stands today. It is
easily recognized as the inspiration for
the castle mark of the Villeroy & Boch
Stoneware Factory in Mettlach, Germany.
The tower stands adjacent to today's
Faience factory and is open to the public.
No other firm in the history of making
steins has had more information and misinformation written about it. Articles on
this firm, its steins and other products,
have appeared for many years in almost
every antique magazine or journal in the
United States. Many of the false things
that were printed in the past are still alive,
firmly believed and sworn to by ardent
collectors of today, who were misled and
who have not bothered to seek authentication. Isn't it unfortunate that once
something appears in print it becomes
gospel for many people?
Even today some of the well-recognized
authorities on antique ware are basing
some of their current writings about this
firm on errors from the past, because
these errors have been so long and well
perpetuated.
In going through my file of Villeroy &
Boch material, I find I now have amassed
a number of questions. I feel it is time to
answer them with an article. In this article
I will not attempt to chronicle the entire
history of this firm, as it has been well
written and is well known. I will, however,
try and clear up some of the mistaken

Some older articles claim that this was
the first mark used for the manufacture
of steins, and dated it back to the origin
of the factory of Johann Franz Boch in
the village of Mettlach in the year 1809.
Not so. Later one of the best recognized
chroniclers of Mettlach steins had this
mark coming into usage around 1895.
Again not so. Still others say it was first
used about 1885. Not so. Through extensive research I can now state with a great
deal of assurance that this mark was
originated and first put on Mettlach-ware
in 1881. However, this ware was generally
not distributed until 1882. Only steins
made in the Villeroy & Boch factory located at Mettlach used this mark on

Steins and plaques (the Villeroy family
with its own ceramics works had joined
with the Bochs in 1836 and eventually
the new firm expanded to include other
factories located in various towns).
A mark preceding the Castle mark, and
one that is as well known as the Castle
mark, features the god of commerce, the
wing-helmeted Mercury.

Below this f i g urehead was the name of Villeroy & Boch,
and below this, as shown above, a semicircle, with the name of the city where
the piece was produced, plainly stamped.
This mark was generally introduced into
all the factories in various cities in the
year 1874. Villeroy & Boch also used a
variety of other marks on their wares, at
least fifty different marks, but the above
two are generally the best known and
most discussed. Villeroy & Boch also incorporated a dating code into the Mercury mark which is too lengthy to discuss
here (but which has been published by
Robert D. Wilson).
One of the biggest errors regarding Villeroy & Boch steins in print generally reads
somewhat as follows:
"In 1921 the complete Mettlach works
were destroyed by fire. All formulas, secrets, and records were burned; and so
no steins have been produced there
since." This grave error was printed and
reprinted in article after article on Mettlach steins, as illustrated in:
1) SPINNING WHEEL, Nov. 1953
2) THE ANTIQUES JOURNAL, Aug.
1954
3) SPINNING WHEEL, Sept. 1966
4) HOBBIES, Dec. 1970 . . .
and perhaps most recently . . .
5) THE PLATE COLLECTOR, 19801981 (?) . . .
to mention only a few. It is my opinion
that all of these articles, even though the
wording often varies, could easily be
misconstrued, leading the reader to believe that because of a fire, allegedly occurring in 1921, and destroying all of the
secrets and formulas(?), that this was the
time and the reason why Villeroy & Boch
ceased production of stoneware steins.
All of these articles were written by fairly
notable people in the antique world. This

fact was so drilled into the majority of
Mettlach collectors that even today, when
the truth is well established, many collectors refuse to believe it. Many parallels to
this can be found in history. The truth, as
I researched it and as concurred in by
representatives of Villeroy & Boch, is as
follows:
For all practical purposes, the production
of steins from Villeroy & Boch's Mettlach
factory ceased in the year 1912, ending
their brief but profitable thirty-odd-year
major excursion into this line. We are
here speaking mainly in terms of the
stoneware stein. This cessation of production was not due to a fire, but due in
part to the then ever-rising production
cost, and in part to the insecure markets
in those unsettled times just preceding
the outbreak of World War One.
Some stein orders were accepted by the
firm of Villeroy & Boch and were shipped
out in the years subsequent to 1912, but
this ware was shipped from a large stock
that had been previously produced.
It should also be noted that this statement
is meant only to apply to steins and not
to all stoneware production, as we have
some evidence of other stoneware production continued on into the early
1930's, when falling foreign markets, because of the world depression, high production costs, and a lack of qualified
craftsmen, finally caused its demise in the
factories of Villeroy & Boch.
Only one large order for steins was accepted and produced in the factories of
Villeroy & Boch subsequent to 1912: It
was stein no. 2900, incised stoneware,
and made for the English owner of an
Argentine Brewery in 1927. (See also
PROSIT no. 63, March 1981, pp.763-765.)
However (here I quote from some old
V&B material that was made available to
me on one of my stays in Germany) "Villeroy & Boch did have some steins produced for it from 1925 to 1936 in the Westerwald."
Many people have interpreted the
preceding statement to mean that the
steins were made in other factories of the
firm Villeroy & Boch, but not in the Mettlach factory. I believe they have misinterpreted this statement because: The
company, Villeroy & Boch, states officially that one mark on these steins produced from 1925-1930 was WEKARA. I
am able to go a little bit farther than this.
There was a firm by the name of Wilhelm
Krumeich, located in Ransbach, which
was founded in 1845; and which also
m a r k e d its steins w i t h the name
WEKARA. (I discussed this firm in my
Column #10 of The Stein Makers.) There-

fore, it would be logical to believe that
this was a firm which produced some
steins for Villeroy & Boch in the years
1925-1930. Since these steins, or at least
the ones I have examined, look exceptionally like the Villeroy & Boch steins we
are familiar with, it is logical to believe
that Villeroy & Boch farmed out some of
their technology and perhaps some of
their craftsmen in conjunction with the
production of these orders. Many of these
steins made in this factory for V&B are
heavier than those produced at Mettlach.
To take a step in the other direction, we
also know that crude, low-quality pieces
of stoneware were produced at Mettlach
long before the production of fine stoneware steins began.
It should be noted that in recent years,
Villeroy & Boch has again entered the
stein market with a few limited production numbers. The first made in 1976 was
very similarto the old "Black Forest" stein
and was limited to 3,000 pieces and made
in relief.
The next planned set was a series called
"the Four Seasons," with a different season illustrated on each of four steins. This
was done in phanolith, which is stoneware on stoneware, and often referred to
as cameo. The first stein so produced
was the Spring season, limited to 10,000
pieces. To show how much interest was
generated in this new series, according
to Villeroy & Boch's promotion department, the city of Frankfurt subscribed to
over half the planned issue before it was
put out. Other new engraved, incised, or
etched steins, as they are called by various writers, include a fairtale collection:
Peter Pan, Hansel & Gretel, Pinocchio,
the Pied Piper, Snow White, etc. From
reading the pages of PROSIT you can
find quite a few others. An evaluation of
the new Villeroy & Boch steins is in order,
but should be the subject of a future writing.
More new steins are also now in the
planning. Their production will depend
upon the acceptance of the steins now
on the market. In addition, there are of
course the 1978 and 1982 SCI Convention steins. The 1978 edition was limited
to 1,000 pieces, the 1979 edition to 500
pieces. There are rumors that we will
have a 1984 convention stein produced
in Mettlach!
At this point I would like to mention that
there is considerable controversy over
the meaning of the marks that appear on

have my own speculation which I will go
into at a future date.
the bottom of Mettlach or V&B steins.
The problem revolves around one of the
numbers appearing on the bottom of
some of the V&B steins. I discussed this
in Column #13, of The Stein Makers. It is
definitely established that the larger
number is the stock, form, or mold
number. One smaller number indicated
the year in w h i c h the series was produced. Then there was also another
number, usually to the lower left; and
sometimes still another fraction number.

Several theories have been advanced as
to the meaning of this number. Some a u thorities have said it is supposedly the
week in which the stein was produced.
Others, the area of the factory. Others
say it indicated the factory. Still others
say it is the molder's identification. And
still others say this is the number of the
inspector or the foreman in charge when
this stein was produced, etc. Most of these
ideas have been discarded with good
reason. Sometimes, when a fraction was
present, a combination of the above was
suggested. The best theory comes from
Robert D. Wilson, who holds that it was
the number of the inspector for quality
control. Mr. Wilson has done considerable
research on which he bases his claim.
I am of the opinion that this is a decoration or minor decoration number, telling
how the stein was to be decorated, c o l ored or trimmed for best results in the
decoration department. See my Column
#13 of The Stein Makers.
At the present time no one really knows
for sure what this number means, and so,
it will, for the time being, and subject to
further research, remain a mystery.
Next we turn our attention briefly to those
steins of Villeroy & Boch which' have an
additional mark on the bottom, the word
Bavaria. In spite of what you may have
heard or read, there is, as of this writing,
and to the best of my knowledge, no a u thenticated explanation of this mark. I

In some of the older articles, but more
frequently of late, the fact is mentioned
that Villeroy & Boch, as well as other
companies, made steins decorated in the
style of the Art Nouveau school. Others
talk about V&B steins decorated in
Jugendstil art form. Still others say that
V&B used both styles, they think. There
are also others who say that these two
styles are exactly the same thing. In spite
of the many authorities who claim that
these t w o styles were the same, and in
spite of a c o m m o n link or heritage, the
very fact of the difference in areas of their
development belies this idea. This is a
subject which I hope to be able to take
up and discuss and attempt to explain in
the future. It is sufficient for now to know
that the firm Villeroy & Boch produced
steins in each of the art styles (Art Nouveau, Jugendstil and Art Deco), which
had many similarities, but contained their
individual, distinctive, differences.

One of the questions that I am frequently
asked is, "Are there any unmarked Villeroy & Boch steins around?" The answer
is, yes, there are: (a) because of the large
variety of marks and the way that some
of the marks were put on steins it was
inevitable that some of the marks should
disappear with use; (b) popular stein b o d ies which were to be decorated via printunder or over-glaze techniques later,
such as the number 1526 and 1909
molds, appear to have frequently escaped
the marking process. However, for the
novice collector I recommend that you
look for a well-defined mark before buying a stein as a Mettlach, until such a
time as you have become thoroughly familiar with Mettlach and can recognize
them through look and touch. A word of
caution should be added: The mark does
not make the stein. Just because a stein
has one of the many V&B marks does not
guarantee it to be a V&B stein. Over the
years, as V&B steins became more and
more desirable to collectors, unscrupulous people, "out to make a buck," tried
to take advantage of this. At first, because
many collectors were not familiar with
what constituted a Mettlach, but did recognize the name and some of the marks,
almost any stein could have the Mettlach
name or mark forged on it and c o m m a n d
a premium price. Some steins simply had
the Mettlach Mercury or Castle mark
drawn on the bottom in black or green
ink. Others had the name written on in
gold. See my Column #11. As time went
on and collectors became more familiar
with the Mettlach quality, the con-artists
also became more sophisticated. They

now took better quality steins, especially
etched or engraved, from other makers,
and did a better job of forging the mark.
(See also the article about fake marks
elsewhere in this issue.) About 15 years
ago we heard a lot or rumors of fake
Mettlach steins bearing all the Mettlach
numbers and marks being fraudulently
reproduced in Japan and/or Brazil. If
these reproductions do exist, I personally
have never seen one—at least one that
could pass as genuine. We have found
almost exact copies of Mettlach steins (or
maybe Mettlach copied them) put out by
other Palatinate-area stein firms, but
most are easily distinguishable from the
Mettlach.
If you would like to comment on this c o l umn please write me. Roland A. Henschen
c/o Real Enterprises, Rt. 1 Box 20-A, M i nooka, IL 60447.
f\

Dues, DUES
The new year is already several
months old. Dues bills were sent to
every member in November of 1982. A
reminder was printed in the December
issue of Prosit. A n d , now a final reminder: If you haven't paid your 1983
S.C.I, dues yet, be sure to do so right
now! Send your check for $20.00
($24.00 for overseas members), made
out to "Stein Collectors International"
and bearing your S.C.I, membership
number, to:
Mr. Patrick J. Clarke, Treasurer
P.O. Box 350
Harrison, NJ 07029
If we do not receive your dues by the
end of this month, we will be forced to
drop you from our membership rolls
and you will not receive any further
issues of Prosit, nor will you be able to
attend the 17th Super-Convention in
San Antonio this summer!
We cannot send out individual "notices" to remind you that your dues
are overdue—so it is strictly up to you
to renew your S.C.I, membership.
Our membership record is excellent,
and we don't want to lose you! Normally, less than 10% of our members
leave us each year for one reason or
another, a statistic which is rather remarkable, because it means that better
than 90% do N O T leave us. Please
don't become a statistic!
If you haven't already done so, please
renew your S.C.I, membership NOW!

II Production of Mettlach Wares
by Gary Kirsner
From the forthcoming "The Mettlach B o o k " ©

These are the first sections of Chapter II from "The Mettlach Book,"
reprinted with permission of the author and publisher.

The Villeroy and Boch Company produced steins and other wares that were,
almost without exception, both original in design and in production technique.
The exceptions include some plaques with designs replicating paintings of old
masters, and a small number of steins that copied then-antique vessels such as
Creussens, Annabergs, and faience.
Rarely, V&B steins were made and marked by Dresden, Luxembourg, or
V&B factories other than the one at Mettlach. The majority of V&B steins, of
course, were made at the Mettlach factory, and most all of these and the other
wares they produced have certain common characteristics. Mettlach wares were
made from a very hard impervious stoneware material which was homogeneous
and vitrified. A pure white, porcelain-like glaze was applied to the the insides of
almost all drinking vessels and punch bowls. The primary exceptions are the
steins marked B A V A R I A which are a grey color inside and out. The same
general type of stoneware that formed the bodies of the wares was also used in
the decorations on the etched, relief, and mosaic items. Mold marks are generally not visible, indicating a very careful cleaning of the seams after the body was
formed, or the use of potters' wheels to form or clean the bodies. An exceptional mold line is frequently visible on some steins made before about 1885 or
after 1905. The handles were applied at a late stage in the production process,
and it is clear that some bases were also applied.

2.1 Relief
The earliest steins produced at Mettlach were bas-relief in style, commonly
called relief. The earliest decorations usually consisted of green or brown leaves
and vines (Fig. 8) against brown or tan backgrounds. Occasionally the early
relief pieces were accented with a platinum decoration. Eventually the designs
used on these early wares evolved into figures (Fig. 9) and other more decorative
relief scenes. Some experimentation with different colors also took place, and
there are examples of some relief steins with decorations or backgrounds in
three or more color variations, sometimes including a bisque white finish (Fig.
10). These earliest relief steins were produced from the 1840's through the early
1880's, when diversification into a variety of other production methods took
place.
After about 1880 some of the early relief steins, such as form numbers 24,
202, and 485, were produced using the new highly refined production techniques
(Fig. 11) invented at Mettlach. The design on the relief wares seems to have been
produced in two ways. Rarely it appears that the relief has been applied by
hand; the common method was apparently to form the design in a full-bodied
mold. After an opaque tan relief material was set into the mold, a colored
background stoneware-slip was painted into the mold, usually of a light blue,
green, brown, grey, or coral red color. Single solid color relief steins are uncommon; these usually are all grey, brown, or bisque white.
It appears as if these steins were made in the style of the Siegburg stoneware.
Several other stein manufacturers were also at that time producing similar, if
not equally fine quality, grey relief steins. The Mettlach relief steins were among
the least expensive steins they produced, and this is still true in today's market.
The numbers used to identify the relief molds are primarily lower than 1000,
with increasingly fewer molds numbered in the 1000's, 2000's, and 3000's.

2.2 Cameo and Phanolith
Cameo and relief wares are often confused with each other. Their production
processes seem to be quite similar, except that (1) the cameos do not protrude as
far from the body as the reliefs-thus calling for closer tolerances, and (2) the
material used in the cameo reliefwork is a more translucent, porcelain-like
material that allows for shadings of background colors to show through the
thinnest portions of the relief. The resultant product (Fig. 12) is similar to the
gemstone and shell cameos, from which they get their name. The background
color on most of the cameo wares is a light drab green; occasionally on later
pieces a nice dark blue was used that tends to better show through the translucent decorations. There are some designs that were usually made in the cameo
style that occasionally were produced with the opaque relief-type decoration, so
direct examinations of items must be made to be certain that they are cameos.
The cameo numbers are in the 2000's and 3000's, commencing in about 1893,
about 50 years after the relief wares were first produced.
Why did it take about 50 years to discover a way to substitute a porcelain-like
material for the opaque stoneware in the relief wares? The difficulty arose from
the fact that porcelain shrinks as much as 20% more than stoneware when they
are fired. Essentially the Mettlach craftsmen had to discover a new formula for
a porcelain-like material with the same coefficient of reduction as the stoneware
had, so as to avoid the firing separations that would otherwise occur between
dissimilar materials.
Phanolith plaques (Fig. 13) and other objects (but no steins) were produced in
the same monolithic molding process as the cameo. However, the materials used, and the tolerances of the process itself, were even finer in the phanolith than
in the cameo. Phanolith wares were numbered exclusively in the 7000's and were
produced principally between 1900 and 1908.

2.3 Print Under Glaze, Rookwood, Faience, and Delft
The simplest steins to produce were the print under glaze (Fig. 14), or PUG
steins. A small number of blank forms were used for PUGs: various sizes of
1526 and 1909, as well as 2271 and 2140 Vi-liters, were the most common stein
blanks, and various sizes of 1044 were used for P U G plaques. After the blank
body was formed, fired, and glazed, a decal-type or transfer printed scene was
applied and the body was covered with an additional coat of transparent glaze,
and refired. Actually the process could best be described as print between
glazes. After the final firing the transfer scene had become an integral part of
the product.
While most P U G wares are fairly simple in form, some of the punch bowls
and a couple of steins were transfer decorated onto contoured surfaces. Some of
the P U G steins, such as the 2271 's and 2140's, have glazed body frieze bands
similar to those found on most of the etched steins. Otherwise the P U G wares
are quite consistently simple, and vary only slightly in quality of production.
The color red, and sometimes the blue, will have different degrees of brightness,
but on the whole only a small percentage of PUGs could be categorized as either
unusually good or poor examples.
The Villeroy and Boch craftsmen were well trained in superior transfer printing techniques soon after the factory in Mettlach was opened. The English are
generally credited with developing the processes used, and V&B artisans provided excellent examples of this technique, especially on some early plates. In 1880
American craftsmen at the famous Rookwood factory in Cincinnati, Ohio produced a rich dark brown backgrounded glazed ware that the V&B craftsmen
also began to imitate. These Mettlach wares were decorated using hand painting
as well as the atomizer spraying of colored slips that was invented at Rookwood
for decorative shadings. This extra attention would account for the fact that the
Mettlach Rookwood wares originally sold for more than similar etched items.

Fig. 14

. 5 L 715 (1909)

Many of the decorations on these steins (Fig. 15) consisted of portraits of men,
and they all carried decoration numbers in the 6000's. These decorations were
painted onto special blank forms numbered from 2782 to 2793, and are listed in
the catalog portion of this book according to the stein form numbers.
In their constant quest to revive the beauty and quality of Renaissance and
Baroque ceramics the V&B craftsmen set to the task of copying the 17th and
18th Century faience steins, a European tin-glazed product meant to simulate
the Oriental porcelains that were so popular and prohibitively expensive. The
decorations on the Mettlach faience steins (Fig. 16) were primarily accomplished, with a few possible exceptions, via hand painting. One of the most outstanding characteristics of these steins, especially the 1-liter versions, is the use of
fancy and beautiful pewter mountings, i.e., the lids and footrings. This pewterwork greatly enhances the authentic appearance of these faience steins. The
designs are probably not exact copies of designs on ancient faience steins, but
there are distinct similarities to original designs, so much so that in some cases
particular faience factories can be associated with the styles of several of the
Mettlach items. Mettlach produced a number of other types of faience wares
but the steins seem to have been the most popular.
Another ware that also involved hand painting (except for stein 5013/965
which was a P U G ) was the Mettlach revival of the Delft-type decorations.
Although the technique was virtually identical to that used in the faience
replicas, the use of blue and white designs and the use of decorative devices
typical of the famous antique Delft wares, makes them easily distinguishable
from the faience replicas. The Delft style (Fig. 17) was used on a very wide variety of Mettlach wares.
Q
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